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SUMMARY

From live sporting events to corporate videos  have worked various jobs that have given a wide 
variety of experience in studio and field environments. Goal is to find a job that allows creativity in
the art of video production. goal is to tell stories through visual narratives as  profession. A 
cinematographer at heart but won't shy away from any part of the production process.

SKILLS

Final Cut Pro, Adobe Audition, Adobe Photoshop, Prophet/NextGen, WideOrbit.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Freelance Videographer
ABC Corporation  April 2014 – 2020 
 Completed editing of clips and footage to produce final product.
 Shot high school sporting events.
 Edited highlight packages for broadcast.
 Conducted post game interviews, Shooting Final Cut Pro Quantel.
 Shot and edited videos of weddings, bands and events in Jacksonville.
 Independently hired to film and edit videos of clients events such as; weddings, music videos,

quinceanera, and school functions, scouted locations .
 Gained valuable experience producing live shows.

Freelance Videographer
Delta Corporation  2011 – 2014 
 Videotape original material for production using video camera equipment.
 Makes technical decisions regarding such elements as appropriate lighting, .
 Take various filming jobs given to me by Lyndon State College and adjunct professor Tim 

Egan.
 Lead production teams through pre-production, shooting, and post-production.
 Have worked on a few projects in the span of a year, and have been complimented on their 

quality.
 Am often responsible for filming, editing, and directing these projects.
 Operating camera, using personal judgement to film events with guidelines from Director 

Communicating with production team in a clear and concise .

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts in Radio-Television-Film - (California State University)
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